
                            Mental Tips for Better Golf 
1 – Stay in the present 

Many golfers are already halfway round the course when they step on the first tee. “If I 
can just start with three pars,” they think. “And then I can afford a couple of bogeys on 
those difficult holes around the turn, and I might pick one up at the par-5 12th, as the 
wind should be behind us there.” 

If your mind is ahead of you, how are you going to focus on the immediate task – the 
shot you are facing at that moment? You can’t control what will happen in 30 minutes 
time, or what happened 30 seconds ago. All you can do is concentrate on the next shot, 
chip or putt and make the best possible job of it. If your mind is always totally focused 
on the present, your scores will improve. 

 
2 – Every shot is a new challenge 

Each time you reach your ball, your objective is to get it into the hole from that position 
in as few shots as possible. Don’t think about what has gone before, or the worst-case 
scenario, just focus on how to get the ball in the cup in the most efficient way from 
where it lies. 

If you play a bad shot that ends in a difficult spot, try to think of it as a new challenge. 
Don’t just wallow in the predicament; start from scratch. Remember, your objective is to 
get down in as few shots as possible from the current situation, whatever it is. 

Stay rational and logical. If your ball lies in a bush, the best way to limit the damage 
might be to take a penalty drop, to go well back and into a point where you have a full 
shot. You almost certainly won’t get the ball into the hole in as few shots as possible by 
hacking hopefully at it, willing it against reason to escape back to the fairway – that’s 
how the really big numbers can rack up. 

 
3 – The past is past 

Most amateur golfers dwell on poor shots. What’s the point? Once it’s been hit, nothing 
can be done about it. The only thing you can affect is what happens next. 

A great way to let off steam and forget the errors is the, “10-yard rule.” It’s a 
psychological strategy employed by Tiger Woods in his prime, amongst others. After a 
bad shot, you can vent your frustration (internally of course) until you’ve reached a point 
10 yards from where you struck it. After crossing the imaginary line, that shot is history, 
it should be totally forgotten and your mind should move on to the next stroke. 

http://www.golf-monthly.co.uk/videos/rules/rules-golf-unplayable-ball
http://www.golf-monthly.co.uk/tag/tiger-woods


4- Never surrender 

Amateur golfers can be guilty of giving up on rounds too quickly. Remember, you have 
a handicap to help you, and your fortunes on the course can turn with one good swing, 
or one decent break.  Don’t give up just because you hit a bad shot, 3 putted a green or 
score a triple bogey! 

The amateurs who get the most out of their games will very rarely accept a “No Hope, 
I’m Done” attitude and will tend to give it their all until the very last putt has dropped.  

 

 

 
 
5 – Stay positive on the greens 

If you’re having one of those days where the ball just doesn’t seem to want to drop into 
the hole, don’t bemoan your ill fortune on the greens. Focus on the positives. If you pick 
a line and start the ball on that line, you have putted well; you just haven’t read the 
green quite right. Next time, you’ll get the line right and the putt will drop.  

6.Don’t put too much pressure on yourself by expecting to score below your 
handicap every time you tee it up, or play in a tournament or big event. Be realistic. 

 

AND REMEMBER TO SMILE AND LAUGH - WE PLAY GOLF FOR ENJOYMENT! 

 
 

http://www.golf-monthly.co.uk/features/the-game/get-golf-handicap-64616

